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Senior QA engineer                                                                              

Company Overview 
 
Third-party companies are often the most vulnerable link in an organization security chain and almost always 
the least controlled one. Instead of targeting large websites directly, various attacks have shown how effective 
it is to target vulnerabilities in third-party companies. We constantly see that using third-party companies as the 
attack vector is on the rise, expecting to keep growing. 
 
In an industry focused on detection, Source Defense provides websites with the first ever prevention 
technology for attacks of third-party origin. We are the first ever SAAS platform that allows a site owner to set 
and enforce permissions, receive real time alerts and monitor third-party vendors' behaviour on their site. By 
removing the security considerations from third-party integrations, we can save countless man-hours spent on 
tests and integrations, allowing sites to focus on generating revenues and new opportunities while keeping the 
site visitors safe and the site in high performance. More details will be provided to applicants during the 
interview 

Job Description 

Create and maintain all QA procedures, methods and processes, run manual tests on web application, 

writing and following test scenarios and sanity tests. Working closely with R&D and product teams, working 
with R&D to define and create automation tools and test scenarios. 

Responsibilities 

 Building and leading the testing team strategy and roadmap to achieve organizational business, 

operational and delivery goals 

 Defines and implement methodologies, standards and working processes  

 Work independently with little supervision, capable of conflict resolution and project risk 

mitigation 

 Managing deferent platforms and environments like server, client and cloud 

 Responsible for managing new version deployment 

 Identifying issues and weakness points of the system 

 Testing with and without PRD’s 

 

Skills and Qualifications 

 At least 2 years' experience in leading QA teams 

 Experience in testing web systems and Client/Server environments 

 Understands and read HTML, CSS and JavaScript 

 Understands and read HTTP requests and responses  

 Deep understanding of the WWW, and different browsers (must) 

 Able to use industry standard tools (Fiddler, Firebug, chrome dev tools) 

 Experience in writing test documents (STP, STD) 
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 Flaunt and proficient in both English and Hebrew (spoken and written) – a must 

 Able to work in an open space environment 

 Willing to work long hours when needed 

Nice to have 

 Understanding of Agile development methodology 

 Running queries and understanding of SQL/NOSQL Databases (MSSQL, Redis, Mongo, Xasandra, 

Elastic) 

 Working experience with Cloud/SAAS 

 Previous experience with Jira 

 Understanding of automation tools and development - An advantage 

 Flaunt in Russian or Ukrainian languages - An advantage 

 Experience in managing distributed development teams abroad - An advantage 


